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Interactive iDesk
Educational Series.



Learning becomes fun

Main specs

The electronic adjustable height varies from 52cm to 72.5, making the desk
suitable for both learning and business. 

Great for any environment. The 550 nit screen is capable of displaying clear,
crisp images and videos with any light condition.

Sturdiness and stability grant a weightload on display panel up to 250 Kg.
Rounded corners increase the overall safeness of the machine. 

Water-proof: spilling liquids won't compromise the desk funcionality,
allowing for uninterrupted digital and creative activities.

Complete gap absence between display panel and front glass grants better
touch response, wider view angles and less light reflession. 

Yashi Interactive I-Desk, when learning becomes fun. 

Young digital natives live with the idea that anything can be interactive and this bring them to
improve their thought process. To help them gaining even better results, Yashi engineered the
Interactive Intelligent Desk. 

A learning and professional tool since childhood, also suitable for grown ups thanks to the
adjustable height. 

Yashi Interactive iDesk

Per maggiori informazioni scrivi a contact@yashiweb.com

Display

Touch screen

Connectivity
Wi-Fi, up to 6 (802.11ax)
Bluetooth, up to 5.0
Gigabit Ethernet Lan

Audio
2x 15 Watt, integrated speakers 

Dimensions
1195 x 782 x 52 ~ 72,5 cm
display 94,4 x 53,2 cm

Input / Output
Front: Touch USB (HDMI1, HDMI2, VGA) * 1;
RJ45 * 1; AV IN*1;AV out*1; Headphones*1

 

Back: SPDIF OUT*1; HDMI 2*1, HDMI 1*1; RS232
UART*1; Android USB 3.0*1; Android USB 2.0*1;
OPS slot*1

PC Android
Quad core - 4GB ram - 32GB storage - GPU Mali

PC Windows
Standard Intel-C OPS 80pin connector

Software
Android 11 - Multilanguage
Windows (optional) - Multilanguage

Packaging
Soft pen (2), remote control, power cord

DY 4320

Stand
Caster (optional)

52cm

72,5cm

43”4K IPS 16:9 no glare
1.07 billion colors (10bit)
view angle 178°/178°
tempered glass 5mm
physical buttons
Water-proof / light sensor
electronic adjustable height (52 ~ 72,5)

Capacitive Technology
up to 40 simultaneous touches
response time 6-8 ms
Over 60.000.000 lifetime taps

ELECTRONIC
ADJUSTABLE
HEIGHT


